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Abstract

In a pervasive computing environment, users interact
with many smart devices or service providers (SPs) to ob-
tain some useful services from them. These SPs can be ei-
ther genuine or malicious. As a result, users privacy is at
a greater risk, as they are prone to revealing their loca-
tion, identity and transactions information to such SPs. On
the other hand, user authentication is also required for SPs
to provide service access control to only authorized users.
In order to protect users privacy, they must be allowed to
have anonymous interactions with SPs. But, authenticating
and authorizing an anonymous user becomes a challeng-
ing task. In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient
scheme that allows users to anonymously interact with SPs
and the SPs can effectively authenticate and authorize the
users based on the anonymous information submitted by the
users.

1. Introduction

Among many security requirements of a pervasive com-
puting environment (PCE), this paper focuses on user au-
thentication, authorization, service access control and pri-
vacy protection. Only when the user is authenticated and
authorized, the SP grants him the services.e.g.,the access
rights of staff, manager and president are different. This
concept is popularly known as “Role-based Access Con-
trol(RBAC)”. In the environments with significant concen-
tration of “invisible” computing devices gathering and col-
lecting users identities, their location and transactions infor-
mation, the user should rightly be concerned for their pri-
vacy. This personal information could allow SPs and eaves-
droppers to generate detailed profiles of the user, his buying
interests, and trace all his actions.

In most PCE, it is desirable that the user interacts anony-

mously with the SPs or other smart devices. But the catch
is, if the user is not revealing his real identity to the SP, how
the SP can trust the user to be genuine and check whether
he is allowed to access that particular service. Our scheme
focuses on resolving this conflicting nature of user authen-
tication, authorization and privacy protection. Our sim-
ple and efficient concrete protocol design provides capabil-
ity/credential based anonymous user authentication and au-
thorization in PCE. It provides user anonymity and the SPs
would still be able to authenticate, authorize and provide
service access control based on the anonymous information
submitted by users. Our scheme assumes minimum amount
of trust on the admin server, which issues the capabilities
to the users. The user’s service transaction details are hid-
den from the admin server and even if the SP and the admin
server maliciously collude, the real identity of the user is
never revealed, further protecting users privacy.

This paper is divided into the following sections: Sec-
tion 2 briefly describes the background information needed
to understand our scheme. Section 3 provides detailed de-
scription of our proposed scheme including design consid-
erations, system architecture, and protocol description. Sec-
tion 4 provides the security analysis of our scheme. Section
5 illustrates the complexity analysis, and Section 6 com-
pares our scheme with related work. Section 7 concludes
this paper.

2. Background

Capability-based User Authentication and Autho-
rization: A capability is something that can be used to
prove who you are, or prove that you are authorized to do
something. It allows RBAC. The capabilities are issued
to the user by an admin/Authorized Server (AS), which is
trusted both by the user and the SP. The AS issues capa-
bilities to the user depending on his role in the PCE,e.g.,
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student, professor, staff, manager, visitor,etc. Capability is
digitally signed by the AS and it is unforgeable. The user
should present his capability to a SP whenever he wants to
access that service. The SP verifies the AS signature on the
capability and accordingly accepts or denies service access
control to the user.

Partially Blind Signature: Abe and Okamoto [1] pro-
posed the idea of partially blind signature with security
proofs. A partially blind signature scheme is an extension
of an ordinary blind signature scheme [5]. It has two por-
tions, one portion consists of the message that is blinded
by the user (from the signer) and in the other portion, the
signer can explicitly embed some mutually agreed informa-
tion such as issuing date, expiry date, signer’s identity,etc.

3. Proposed Scheme

3.1. Design Considerations

Our scheme provides user authentication, authorization
and privacy protection at the application layer. User devices
can still be traced at the link layer via MAC or IP addresses.
Approaches like mix-networking [4] address the link layer
anonymity. We assume that every user has access rights to
more than five services and not just one service. To maintain
clarity our protocol does not include some of the trivial and
basic data security mechanisms like data confidentiality and
integrity.

3.2. Protocol

Our proposed scheme includes three entities: Authorized
server (AS), User and his portable mobile device (U ), and
Service Provider (SP ). Generally a PCE or parts of a huge
PCE are managed by a AS. AS issues capabilities to the user
depending on his role in the environment.
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Figure 1. System architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, our proposed scheme involves two
phases, “Capability Issuing phase” and “Service Access
Phase”. Initially we assume that a user “Alice” personally
registers with the AS by producing her true ID (social secu-
rity number, student ID, employee ID,etc.), a password of
her choice, officially certified documents (from school ad-
ministrative dept., company’s human resource dept.,etc.),
which prove her true ID. AS after verifying the original doc-
uments, identifies Alice with a particular role in the PCE.
The AS then stores its public keyPKAS in Alice’s mobile
device. This is done, so that Alice can make use ofPKAS

to verify future digitally signed communications from the
AS and to secure the communications between them. The
above registration procedure can be carried out securely via
online, or offline.

The AS stores a set of public and secret-key pairs of dif-
ferent versions of capabilities.E.g., SKcap1 andPKcap1

are the secret and public key pair of capability 1 (Cap1)
respectively.Cap1 includes permission to access services
with service IDs{S1, S3, S6, S12} andCap1 may be suit-
able to all the students in the campus. SimilarlySKcap2

andPKcap2 represent capability 2Cap2, which includes
permission to access services IDs{S1, S6, S28, S30}. Cap2
may be suitable to all the managers in the office. AS must
have already distributedPKCap1 of Cap1 to all the SPs
providing services{S1, S3, S6, S12}.

3.2.1 Capability Issuing Phase

One fine day, after the registration procedure, Alice decides
to make use of certain services in the PCE. In order to do
so, she needs to have her own “capability” issued by the
AS. As a result, Alice undergoes the following steps to get
a capability from the AS.

Step A1: In this phase, Alice generates a public-key
PKU and secret-keySKU pair. Alice’s mobile device can
generate public and secret-key pair well in advance (during
the idle time) and store in the memory.

Step A2: Alice securely logs-into PCE by sending her
real ID, passwordpwd to the AS. AS verifies the ID and
pwd, If correct, it retrieves the role of the ID in the organiza-
tion. Consider Alice is a student, the AS replies Alice with
PKCap1 of Cap1. Utilizing PKCap1 and a partially blind
signature scheme, Alice blindsPKU as Blind(PKU ).
PKU is Alice’s public-key “value” for temporary use only,
and not a publicly verifiable certificate having user’s ID (as
in PKI). Alice sendsBlind(PKU ) to the AS, thus request-
ing for a capability to be issued.

Step A3: The AS signsBlind(PKU ) with SKCap1

of Cap1, then Alice, who happens to be a student,
can access the services{S1, S3, S6, S12}. While sign-
ing Blind(PKU ), the AS utilizes partially blind signature
scheme to embed some essential information like Capabil-
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ity Issue Date (IssDt) and Capability Expiry Date (ExpDt)
into the signed message.

Step A4: Alice receives A3 and verifies the signature
on message A3 usingPKAS . Since PKU is blinded
by the user, the AS does not know the value ofPKU .
User un-blinds A3 to obtain her capabilityCapU =
SigSKCap1(PKU ||IssDt||ExpDt). For security reasons
the capability is issued for a day. After the capability ex-
pires, Alice has to restart this capability issuing phase with
a new public and secret-key pair.

3.2.2 Service Access Phase

After receiving a capabilityCapU from the AS. Alice un-
dergoes the following steps to get services from the SPs.

Step B1:Using her mobile device, Alice requests for ser-
viceS1. A SP in charge of providingS1 generates a unique
random numberR1 and sends it to Alice’s mobile device.
To keep the explanation of our proposed scheme to-the-
point we avoid the details of Alice authenticating SP via
AS issued digital certificate.

Step B2: Alice digitally signsR1 + 1 usingSKU . Al-
ice then sendsS1, SigSKU (R1 +1), PKU , CapU to the SP.
Where:S1 is the service ID for which Alice wants to obtain
access control from the SP. As mentioned before, neither
PKU nor CapU contain any information that can be used
to expose the true identity of Alice.

Step B3: The SP receives the message B2 from Al-
ice. It first retrievesPKCap1 from its database and ver-
ifies the signature of AS on Alice’s capabilityCapU . If
satisfied it proceeds to check ifPKU sent in open equals
PKU in CapU . Later it verifiesExpDt. If the SP does not
possesPKCap1, then it is not entitled to provide the ser-
vices{S1, S3, S6, S12} of Cap1. Such is the case, Alice is
duly directed to another SP.

Step B4: UsingPKU sent in open, the SP then verifies
the signature:SigSKU (R1 + 1). If successful, the SP real-
izes that only the user whosePKU is signed by the AS can
only correctly signR1 + 1 using hisSKU .

Step B5: Thus the SP without knowing the real identity
of the user, concludes that this particular user has the ca-
pability CapU issued by the AS and hence is authorized to
access the serviceS1. If any one of the above checks fail,
Alice is denied access toS1.

4. Security Analysis

User Privacy Protection
In step A4 of capability issuing phase, Alice’s capabil-

ity CapU does not contain her real ID. Therefore the SP
does not know the real ID of Alice. On the other hand the
AS does not know what services the user has accessed, be-
cause the SP and the AS never communicate with each other

during the service access phase. This provides complete
anonymity and privacy to Alice.

Since the SP receives Alice’sPKU , Alice can still be
tracked with herPKU usage. But the real identity of Alice
is never revealed, becausePKU acts as a pseudonym for
Alice. And also the Time to Live value of Alice’s capabil-
ity is for a day. So the SPs receive differentPKU ’s from
the same user on a daily basis. The more frequentlyPKU

and SKU are changed, the better the anonymity/privacy,
but this induces high computational overhead on Alice’s
mobile device. It is a trade-off issue between perfect un-
linkable anonymity and performance degradation. How-
ever, capabilities issued for only one day are reasonably
secure, and provide required level of partial un-linkable
anonymity/privacy.

Our scheme also prevents the SP and the AS from ma-
liciously colluding with each other in order to reveal the
transactions of the user and expose his privacy. The SP re-
ceivesPKU from Alice via message B2, it can sendPKU

to the AS hoping to obtain the real ID of Alice. However,
at the AS end, there is no match between the real ID of the
user and his/herPKU . Because in message A1 of capabil-
ity issuing phase,PKU is blinded asBlind(PKU ), the AS
never knows the value ofPKU . SP may try to correlate the
capability’s dates of issue and expiry by collaborating with
AS. So these ought to be distinct dates.

User Authentication, Authorization, Access Control
Via steps B3 to B5 of the service access phase, it can

be noticed that without using the real ID of Alice, she is ef-
fectively authenticated, authorized and provided/denied ser-
vice access control.

In Step B1 of the service access phase, it can be no-
ticed that the SP sends a unique random numberR1 to
Alice’s mobile device. Even though Alice’s real ID is
never included in her capabilityCapU , still the capability
can be anonymously linked to Alice as follows: In mes-
sage B2, only Alice using herSKU can correctly sign on
(R1 + 1). SigSKU

(R1 + 1) can eventually be verified
by the SP using only Alice’sPKU . PKU is included in
Alice’s capability CapU . And finally, CapU is digitally
signed by the AS. Even if an adversary captures message
B2: (S1, SigSKU (R1 +1), PKU , CapU ), he cannot imper-
sonate Alice as he does not knowSKU .

Replay Attack Detection
Even if an adversary captures message B2, he cannot

mount replay attack. Because during another service ac-
cess phase the SP sends an unique random number sayR3

and the captured message B2, does not containR3.
Capability Non-transferability
Our scheme discourages Alice to transfer her capability

to another user say “Bob”. In step B2 of the service access
phase, only Alice can correctly produceSigSKU

(R1 + 1)
usingSKU . As a result, if Alice wants to transfer her ca-
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pability to Bob, then Alice should give away her secret key
to Bob, but Bob may misuse it. And Alice’s capability may
include access rights to her very personal services including
some financial services. It is also possible that Alice may
try to request the same capability twice, one for himself and
another for his friend Bob. To prevent such malpractice, we
can introduce a policy to issue only one capability a day
for a particular user. This can be verified by the issue date
IssDt included in the capability.

5 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the proposed scheme in terms
of storage requirement and execution time. In a PCE, we are
mostly interested in storage, computational and execution
time overhead at user’s end because they generally carry
low-computing and resource-poor portable devices like mo-
bile phones, and PDAs.

The heart of our scheme is the Abe-Okamoto’s partially
blind signature (PBS) scheme, whose security is based on
the intractability of discrete-logarithm problem. So we can
use Elliptic Curve (EC) group here. In the signature issuing
protocol of the Abe-Okatomo scheme, the detail computa-
tional complexity of two parties, user and server are as fol-
lows: Server: 3 scalar multiplications a one point addition.
User: 4 scalar multiplications and 4 point additions.

The message to be signed is(PKU ||IssDt||ExpDt).
This message together with server’s signature form a ca-
pability CapU . IssDt, andExpDt each consume 7 bytes.
If we use 163-bit long secret key for PBS scheme, then the
signature length is 4*163 bits. Also in the capability issuing
phase, users have to generate a public-key and secret-key
pair, we strongly recommend Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) as the most suitable approach to implement this, be-
cause it provides small key size and faster execution than
other public-key cryptosystems. A 80-bit key is sufficient
in ECC for cost effective short term security. Therefore the
size of a single capability is given by: length of the signa-
ture+ length ofPKU + length ofSKU + 2 ∗ 7 ∗ 8 bits,
which equals to4 ∗ 163 + 80 + 80 + 2 ∗ 7 ∗ 8 = 924 bits.
This indicates low storage requirement to store a capability
in the user’s mobile device.

To illustrate how well the capability issuing protocol per-
form, we show here some implementation results of prim-
itive operations (scalar multiplication and point addition)
on ECC using embedded platforms such as Palm Pilot and
SmartCard. As we know, these primitive operations are
the most computationally expensive operations in crypto-
graphic schemes based on EC group. They dominate other
operations like hash computation, modular addition,etc.
in terms of time required to complete. Table 1 shows
time taken to carry out primitive operations on EC group
[11, 12, 13, 7, 8]. From this table we can infer that our

scheme has tolerable execution time.

Table 1. Performance Evaluation
Siemens Crypto Palm V

Smartcard * Dragonball **
Time Remark Time Remark

Point Add. 39.56 ms NA
on EC

Scalar Multi. 1830 ms Pre- 0.79 s. Pre-
on EC compute compute

ECDSA NA 514 ms. 163-bit
Key Gen.
ECDSA 185 ms 135-bit 713 ms. 163-bit

Sig. Gen. sig. sig.
ECDSA 360 ms 135-bit 1740 ms. 163-bit

Sig. Verif. sig. sig.
* 5MHz SLE66CX160S, **16.6 MHz

As in PBS, on the user side, it is required to execute four
scalar multiplications and four point additions while on the
server side, it is required to execute three scalar multiplica-
tions and one point addition. So if user uses a Palm Pilot
device, it will take him about 4 seconds to finish all com-
putations to get one capability. This is a reasonable perfor-
mance for user satisfactory. User’s mobile device can gen-
erate ECC-based public-key and secret-key pair in advance
(during idle time) and store in the memory.

For service accessing phase, we are interested in how
well signature generation and verification operations per-
form. The above table also shows timing information for
such operations with respect to Digital Signature Algorithm
(DSA) based on elliptic curve group (EC-DSA). The per-
formance of these operations is clearly far better than one
session of the capability issuing protocol.

6 Comparison With Related Work

Identity Management Approach
Identity Management is well described in [10]. In this

approach users interact with other smart devices through
pseudonyms or Virtual Identities (VID). [9] describes the
drawbacks of this method. This approach is not user
friendly as it involves many pre-settings and creates bur-
den on the user’s mobile device. Our scheme provides user
anonymity, authentication and authorization with out using
many pseudonyms (only onePKU per day). User’s in-
volvement is also very low and it provides user authoriza-
tion.

Pseudonym Systems
In a pseudonym system [6, 3], a user interacts with mul-

tiple organizations in an anonymous manner using some un-
linkable pseudonyms. This approach employs high compu-
tationally complex number-theoretic operations at the user’s
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end. Our scheme induces less computational burden and
execution time at the user’s end, appropriate for PCE’s low
computing devices. Also the above schemes consist of very
specific protocols whereas our proposed scheme use cryp-
tographic schemes in black-box manner thus can use any
schemes available.

Mix-Network
A mix net [4] consists of several servers, called mixes,

which produces a batch of output messages in a permuted
(mixed) order. Al-Muhtadiet al. [2] proposed Routing
through Mist Routers protects authorized users’ location
privacy. But users have to trust a “Lighthouse”. The Light-
house keeps all information of users registered with it. It
also assumes high degree of trust in the mix network. Our
scheme is simple, and the computational complexity and ex-
ecution time at the user’s end is also very low. Our scheme
assumes minimum amount of trust on the AS, and even if
the SP and the AS maliciously collude, the real identity of
the user is never revealed,

7 Conclusion

Our scheme can be easily ported on to a public space or
large scale PCE, for example airports, train stations, streets,
highways,etc. Nowadays, in our society we can experi-
ence the ubiquitous presence of credit card companies and
mobile operators. Consumers and SPs have already put in
a great deal of trust in such big organizations. Therefore
these organizations can take up the role of AS mentioned
in our scheme and issue capabilities to their esteemed cus-
tomers. In PCE, such organizations may want their cus-
tomers, gold/platinum card holders and VIP members to
access different types of services depending on their priv-
ileges.

Our proposed scheme is first of its kind to introduce ca-
pability based privacy preserving user authentication and
authorization scheme for PCE. The scheme is simple, ef-
ficient and cost effective with respect to storage, computa-
tion and time complexity. It provides complete privacy and
anonymity to the user. The SPs authenticate and authorize
the users based on the anonymous information submitted
by the users. The SP does not know the user’s real identity.
The capability issuing server does not know what services
the user is accessing. Our scheme discourages capability
non-transferability and prevents SP and AS to maliciously
collude with each other.
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